
 
 

Job Title:  Program Director, Policy 
 
Reports To:   Vice President – Policy & Practice  
 
Background: 
 
The Rodel Foundation’s mission is to help Delaware build one of the finest systems of public 
education in the world by 2020 and we are making progress toward this goal.  Delaware is widely 
and justifiably considered a national leader for education policy initiatives.  Our small size and 
aligned state and local leadership has allowed it to be on the cutting edge of innovative reform, and 
was critical to Delaware being awarded the first Race to the Top grant of $119 million dollars, 
followed quickly by another $50 million dollar investment in Early Childhood Education.  
 
Since its founding in 1999, the Rodel Foundation of Delaware has been instrumental in setting the 
vision for the state and building coalitions of partners to move forward in this work.   Collaborating 
with educators, policymakers, community leaders, and parents, we believe Delaware is positioned to 
succeed and meet our ambitious goals. A key component of this success is our ability to cultivate 
and develop a talented and passionate team of professionals who provide policy analysis, strategic 
support, and manage catalytic investments in education across the state.  
 
Job Description Summary: 
 
As a Program Director, you will lead the policy work of the foundation, manage team members, and 
collaborate with teams across the organization including communications and government affairs to 
accomplish our mission.  You will support state and local policymakers, education organizations, 
and district/school leaders in Delaware and across the nation in developing policies and 
implementing programs to improve public education in the state. You will be responsible for setting 
strategies, leading projects, conducting research, and developing key outputs and deliverables across 
policy areas including teacher and leader quality, education innovation, personalized learning, college 
and career readiness, and early childhood education. The role requires initiative, entrepreneurialism, 
and the ability to take ideas through implementation.  
 
Candidates must have strong analytic, management, and leadership skills, a preference for outcomes 

and impact rather than academic research, a roll‐up‐your sleeves mentality, good judgment, the 
ability to manage complex local and national partnerships and a deep passion for closing the 
achievement gap in Delaware public schools. 
 
A Bachelor’s Degree is required for this role.  An advanced degree in education, public policy, law, 
business or another relevant field and/or real world experience in policy, education reform, 
consulting, or advocacy would be advantageous in preparing candidates to succeed.  A strong 
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knowledge of state and national education systems, policies, and practices is preferred. Familiarity 
with Delaware and experience teaching is preferred, but not required.  
 
Essential responsibilities include: 

 Lead policy development, research, evaluation, and management of Rodel Foundation 
programs and partner initiatives. 

 Manage team members in conducting research, developing policy agendas, and producing 
policy briefs for a broad range of audiences. 

 Collaborate across the organization and own key projects related to our policy, seed funding, 
and coalitions and partnerships strategic goals.    

 Help implement innovative and internationally leading initiatives, with particular focus on 
issues of teacher quality, school choice, and college readiness. 

 Represent the Foundation and the policy team and build external relationships with our 
partners across the state and nationally. 

 
The ideal candidate will excel in:  

 Strategic thinking and problem solving 

 Managing team members and working across complex organizations to achieve results 

 Research and analysis, both qualitative and quantitative 

 Written and verbal communication and presentation skills 

 Complex project management  

 The ability to prioritize tasks, meet deadlines and generate high quality deliverables 

 Engagement of external stakeholders, including poise, influencing, and building confidence 
of others 

 
Technology Skills:  
 
To perform this job successfully, an individual must be proficient in Microsoft Office applications, 
especially Excel and PowerPoint, and have experience in data analysis. 
 
The Foundation offers competitive salary and benefits, and is an equal opportunity 
employer.  For further information on the Foundation please visit us at 
www.rodelfoundationde.org  
 
To Apply:  
 
Submit a cover letter and resume to Nancy Millard:  
Email:  nmillard@rodelfoundationde.org   
Fax:  302-571-1538 Mail:  100 W. 10th Street, Suite 704, Wilmington, DE 19801 

http://www.rodelfoundationde.org/

